In [4] A. Weil solves the following problem: if F is a variety defined over an overfield A of a groundfield k, among the varieties birationally equivalent to V over K find one which is defined over k. The solution is essentially given by the 1-dimensional Galois cohomology. It was observed by J.-P. Serre that in the case V itself is defined over k the 1-cocycles can be regarded as putting a "twist" into V. In the particular case of simple algebraic groups over finite fields this gives rise to some new finite simple groups.
Let G be an algebraic group defined over a field k and K a Galois extension of k. An algebraic group G' defined over k will be called a ¿-form of G split by K if there is a rational isomorphism 0 defined over K between G' and G. Denote by g the Galois group of K over k. For <r£g, fa =0"0_1 is an automorphism of G defined over K and for all T, cr£g we have/T<r=/J/r, i.e./ is a 1-cocycle from g to AutxG, the group of automorphisms of G defined over K. Theorem 1. Let G be a connected algebraic group defined over a field k and K a Galois extension of k with Galois group g. The distinct k-forms of G iup to k-isomorphism) are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of 771(g, AutxG). for all (rGfl. Let x and y be independent generic points of G' over k and define F : G' X G'^G' by F(x, y) =<p~l(<p(x)<p(y) ). Let T be the graph of P For <rGg, P' is the graph of F": G'XG'->G' given by F'(x, y) = cp-'(^(x)(P'(y)). We have F°(x,y) = <p-'(fa(<p(x))fÁ<t>(y))) = <p-'f<,(<P(x)<p(y)) =(j>-1(<p(x)<p(y)) = F(x, y) so that r=P' and F is defined over k. Clearly F defines a group law on G' over k such that 0 is an isomorphism from G' to G. Let g be a 1-cocycle from g to Autx G cohomologous to/, ga = a'!f0a~l. Let G" be the ¿-form determined by g as above, say g^=^p"^~1. Then O=i/'_1a0 is an isomorphism between G' and G" and for each crG8> 0» =\f/-"a"cp''=yl/~°a<'fa<j>=\¡/-''g<¡a<p=\p-'ía<j> = 6, so 0 is defined over k. Therefore cohomologous cocycles give rise to equivalent ¿-forms.
Conversely as we have seen any ¿-form G' of G split by P defines a 1-cocycle from g to Autx G given by f<, = <pc<p~l where <p is the isomorphism defined over P between G' and G. Let G" be another ¿-form of G split by P and defining the 1-cocycle g with ga=ip'r4/~l-Suppose that there is an isomorphism 6 between G' and G" defined over k. Then o =^00-^ AutxG and cr/^er1 = (^"d<p-") (<p°<p-1)(4>6~^-') = \p"\p-1 = g" so that ¿-isomorphic ¿-forms define cohomologous cocycles, q.e.d.
For an algebraic group G defined over a field k we denote by Gk the group of points of G rational over k.
Theorem
2. Le¿ G be a connected algebraic group defined over a field k, K a Galois extension of k with Galois group g, G' a k-form of G split by K and f the l-cocycle from g to AutxG defined by G'. Let G* = {xGGx, x"=/"(x) for all <rGg}. Then G* is a group isomorphic to Gk'.
Proof. Clearly G* is a group. Let <j> be the isomorphism between G' and G so that/^0"^-1.
Then for xEGk', (<t>(x))° = (}>°(x'!)=cp<!(x) =fa(<p(x)) and so </>(x)GG*. Conversely, if xÇiG* then ((^(x))* = ^>~"(x'7) =<p-''fa(x) =cp~l(x) and so <p~1(x)^Gk . q.e.d.
If G is a simple algebraic group, the group of automorphisms A of G is a semi-direct product A=H-A0 where Ao is the connected component of A (inner automorphisms) and H is a finite group rational over the prime field. In the case G is of type Bn, C," P7, Ps, Fi, Gi we have H= [e} and if G is of type An, Dn^p^i), Pe then H is cyclic of order 2 while G of type P4 implies H is the symmetric group on three letters.
Lemma. Let A =H-Ao and let $ be a group of operators on A which operates trivially on H. Let f be a 1-cocycle from g to A and define go= {<r£g, fcEAo}.
Then g0 is a normal subgroup of g and g/g0 is isomorphic to a subgroup of 77.
Proof. We write for each <r£g, f, = h"g" uniquely with g"£^40 and KEH. Since fr,=flfr = KglKgr = Khrhr^glKgr we have hTC -h,hr and the map p: g->77 defined by p: a-tha*1 is a homomorphism. The kernel of p is just go and the assertion of the lemma follows immediately. Theorem 3. Let G be a simple algebraic group defined over the finite field k and G' a k-form of G. Then if G is of type Bn, Cn, Et, Eg, F4, G2
we have G' is already split over k. If G is of type A", D" in ¿¿4), Ee then G' is split over a quadratic extension of k while if G is of type D4 then G' is split over a quadratic or a cubic extension of k.
Proof. Let G' be a ¿-form of G split by K determined by the 1-cocycle / from g to A =Aut G = H-A0 and let g0= {<r£g, f,EAo\.
By the lemma, go is a normal subgroup of g; let K0 be the fixed field of g0 so that g0 is the Galois group of K over K0 and g/g0 is the Galois group of Ao over k. The restriction of / to go is a 1-cocycle from go to A o and by a theorem of S. Lang [l, Proposition 3] since A0 is connected and k is finite, there exists aEA0 such that for all aEQo, f" = aaa~1. Let ga = a~"f"a; then g is a 1-cocycle from g to A cohomologous to / and for all cr£go, g" = 1. Replacing / by g we see there is no loss of generality in assuming /" = 1 for all <r£g0. Then if /" = 0"0~1 where 0 is the isomorphism from G' to G defined over K, we have 0" = 0 for all (r£go, i.e. 0 is defined over A0 and so G' is split over K0. Now g/go is the Galois group of K0 over k and by the lemma, g/go is isomorphic to a subgroup of 77. If G is of type Bn, C", Et, Es, Fit G2 then 77= {e} and K<¡ = k; if G is of type A", Dn («^4), 7£6 then 77 is cyclic of order 2 and either K0 = k or K0 is a quadratic extension of k; if G is of type D* then 77 is the symmetric group on three letters and so either Ko = k, Ko is a quadratic extension of k, or K0 is a cubic extension of k. q.e.d.
Applying Theorems 2 and 3 to the usual classical simple groups we obtain the rational points over finite fields. For example, for type An, if we take G to be 5L(« + 1), k the field with q elements, K0 the field with q2 elements and denote by a bar the automorphism of G induced by the generator of the Galois group of K0 over k, we have G*={xEGK, *'=/.(*)} = {*G5L(» + 1, A), x='x-1}, i.e. G* consists of unitary matrices. In this manner we obtain the usual finite simple groups and in addition, for 7£6 with a quadratic extension and and J. Tits [3] ).
It is clear that analogous theorems may be proved for algebras. In this manner one can construct new simple Lie algebras as forms of Pe and P4. Also note the forms depend only on the automorphisms of the algebra. If we start with an involution on an associative algebra and consider either the Lie algebra of skew elements or the Jordan algebra of symmetric elements we consequently get an identical classification of forms.
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